Celebrity News: Is Miley
Cyrus Expecting a Celebrity
Baby?

By Karley Kemble
From Thanksgiving to turning 25 on the same day, Miley Cyrus
sure had a lot to celebrate last week.
According to
UsMagazine.com, the singer’s latest celebrity news might just
be reason to keep the festivities going! Cyrus posted an
interesting photo to her personal Instagram account that has
fans speculating that she is pregnant with her first celebrity
baby. In the photo, Cyrus is facing sideways in front of
balloons that spell out her name, with her hands just slightly
above her stomach. The shirt she wears is long and baggy,

causing people to believe Cyrus is concealing a baby bump. The
Voice coach and her fiancé, actor Liam Hemsworth have yet to
comment on the rumors.

This celebrity news is pure rumor,
but fans wouldn’t necessarily be
upset if it were true! What are
some ways to keep your pregnancy
under wraps before you want to
announce it?
Cupid’s Advice:
A new pregnancy is very exciting, and we totally understand if
you want to keep your news mum until you’re ready. Check out
these tips straight from Cupid that’ll help conceal your
secret:
1. Arrive early: Your friends will probably become suspicious
if you aren’t drinking alcohol when you go out with them.
Getting to the party or restaurant early will help because you
can order a virgin drink before anybody gets there! Just be
sure to tell them you weren’t actually drinking alcohol when
you decide to fill them in with your delightful news!
Related Link: Celebrity Couple Miley Cyrus & Liam Hemsworth
Are Writing a Play Together
2. Wear the right clothes: Like Miley, loose fitting clothes
are your new best friend. This does not mean you’re only
allowed to wear things that look super unflattering – you just
have to be smart. Dress in layers and stay away from formfitting articles of clothing. Black is also a wonderful color
that’ll help mask a forming baby bump!

Related Link: Relationship Advice: Love the Second Time
Around
3. Keep a low profile: Early on, you might be combating
morning sickness and intense nausea. If you don’t feel like
hanging out with your friends, keep a low profile and say
you’re feeling under the weather. They’ll understand! Don’t
become too invisible though, your friends will catch on if you
suddenly disappear.
How have you kept your pregnancy a secret until you were ready
to announce it? Let us know below.

